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TOWEL CURLS - TOWEL SCRUNCHES
While seated, use a towel and draw it back towards you using your
toes. Curl your toes inward. 
 
Be sure to keep your heel in contact with the floor the entire time. 
Video # VVSSVNRG8
Repeat 1 Time
Complete 5 Sets

MARBLE PICK UPS
Place several marbles, dice or other small items on the floor and
pick them up using your toes as shown. Place them in a cup or
bowl and repeat.  Video # VVM5XBF2J

Complete 3 Sets

Ankle 4way with TB
All theraband exercise is slow and controlled. Do not let the band
"bounce" back.
A. Plantarflexion: "gas pedal." Keep knee straight.Band around
"ball of foot" and press it away as far as possible and slowly return
to neutral. Repeat.
B. Dorsiflexion: start in neutral and pull theraband back toward you
as far as possible. pause. return slowly. keep knee straight.
C.Inversion: start neutral and bring band toward your midline
without bending or twisting knee.
D. Eversion: start neutral and press band out without bending or
twisting knee.
Repeat 10 Times
Complete 2 Sets



3 WAY CALF RAISE - STRAIGHT
While performing this exercise, always hold on to the hand railing.
Stand on one step with your toes only, have your heel hanging off
the edge. Feet should be pointed straight forward. Next, lower
your heel below the step, then raise back up onto your toes.
Repeat.	  

This exercise should be slow and controlled, don't "bounce
through the movement.
Repeat 10 Times
Complete 2 Sets

3 WAY CALF RAISE - TOES IN 
While performing this exercise, always hold on to the hand railing.
Stand on one step with your toes only, have your heel hanging off
the edge. Toes should be pointing inward. Next, lower your heel
below the step, then raise back up onto your toes. Repeat.	  

Perform the exercise slow and controlled.
Repeat 10 Times
Complete 2 Sets

3 WAY CALF RAISE - TOES OUT
While performing this exercise, always hold on to the hand railing.
Stand on one step with your toes only, have your heel hanging off
the edge. Toes should be point outward. Next, lower your heel
below the step, then raise back up onto your toes. Repeat.	 

Perform this exercise slow and controlled.
Repeat 10 Times
Complete 2 Sets

RHOMBERG STANCE - UNSTABLE - SINGLE LEG - SLS
Stand on top of a balance pad, pillow, seat cushion, or other
unstable surface. 

Balance on one leg and cross your arms over your chest.  Perform
this next to a table or other sturdy object.  Hold your balance in
this position.

If you lose your balance, you can use one or more strategies to
help: 
Touch your toes down
Take a step
Unfold your arms and raise them to the sides
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Grab on to something for support  Video # VVHCQ44NJ
Duration 30 Seconds
Complete 2 Sets

Single Leg RDL 
- Begin holding weights by your side 
- Keeping body in a straight line and back flat, bend forward while
lifting one leg up and touch weights to box.
- Return to starting position 
- Repeat  Video # VV3N4RTQ7
Repeat 10 Times
Complete 2 Sets

Balance reaches LE
Balance on affected leg, and reach opposite foot along lines in all
directions as far as possible without pain or lose of balance.

*One repetition = all 6 directions

Complete 5 Sets
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